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Takenaka Shizuka

Shizuka is an Non-player character played by Kyoki and is currently involved in the The Maras plot.

Name: Takenaka Shizuka Theresa
Species: Geshrin
Gender: Female

Age: 19
Family (or Creators): Akio Takenaka-45 Haruna Takenaka-44 Masaru Takenaka-25

Zodiac Sign: -
Height: 5'4
Weight: 110 lbs (~43 kg)
Bra Size: D

Organization: The Maras
Rank: None

Occupation: Slave
Current Placement: The Maras

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'4 Mass: 110 lbs (~43 kg) Measurements: Bra Size: D

Build and Skin Color: Rather thin, obviously not much of a fighter. Though thin, there still is some tone
muscles under semi-pale skin.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Again, somewhat thin face. Her features seem semi-childish, not quite
sharp mature features, but also not quite like a young child. She has bright green eyes.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is a dark black hair at the roots that fades into a foresty green tips, that's
pushed off to the left side of her face, covering it. In the back, its either in a long ponytail, or kept down
where it reaches just above waist level.

Distinguishing Features: She's a mute

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Literally quiet. She tends to stay out of people's way, trying not to bother others. But, if she
does interact with someone she is kind and gentle especially once she gets to know them. Once she does
trust someone, she is very clingy. When assigned to do work, she does so to the best of her abilities,
without complaining. Afterall, since she can't talk, working is really the only other way for her to convey
her ability. Among a large group of people she doesn't know very well, without at least one person she
does know well, she is more protective of herself.
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Likes: Quiet, making others happy Dislikes: Loud noises, discrimination Goals: To find her place in the
world/galaxy

History

Pre-RP

Shizuka was born in YE 11 into a fairly well off family that had recently moved from the Yamataian Star
Empire, into Nepleslian Territory. As such, they still gave her a Yamataian name, but also a Nepleslian
middle name, to help her fit in into the new-to-them society. Not long after she was born, Shizuka's
family realized that she didn't have a voice, a disgrace to the family, but they put up with her. Shizuka
grew up in a fairly normal life, except she really didn't leave the house much for obvious reasons. They
tutored her a bit for her education, since they didn't want many outside the family to know they had a
child with a 'defect.' They also gave her chores, played with her, etc. Again, a normal life. But, in YE 27,
the family hit a rough spot economically. They tried many things to help them through it, but nothing
worked. Then, inspiration! They had a female that they were willing to get rid of, for family honor. And, as
such, they sold her into slavery, despite obvious protests by Shizuka. It was two birds with one stone, so
to speak: Removal of a disgrace, along with quite a bit of extra money for the family. From there, Shizuka
received some training for her new occupation, before she was bounced around the galaxy, from
'master,' to master. Her chest was augmented by one such master to their current larger size.

Service Record

The Maras

-assignment description-

-mission name-

-mission description-

Skills

Art and Vocations

The main way she expresses her creativity is through drawing, which she practices during her freetime.
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Communication

She has great handwriting, being able to write quickly and beautifully. She also knows sign language.

Domestic

She is good at cleaning and being maid-like. Laundry, keeping things neat, and the like.

Culinary

She's a rather good cook, able to cook some more complicated dishes fairly well.

Entertainment

She is quite good at 'techniques in bed (or out).' She can also do massasages.

Knowledge

Once taught, she can easily remember someone's preferences. She also remembers recipes for food
fairly easily as well.

Physical

Her slave training has led to her having quite a bit of stamina when it comes to 'pleasing' her master.

Inventory

Clothing

Star Army Uniforms

Weather Gear

Workout Clothing and Undergarments
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Accessories

Personal Hygiene

Electronics

Electronic Money Card (New characters start with 3000 KS)

Miscellaneous

Finances

Name: Shizuka is currently a slave on the The Maras. She receives a weekly salary of -salary- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Takenaka Shizuka
Character Owner Kyoki
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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